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How to Keep a Bad Mistake at Work  
from Ruining What Really Matters Most 
This powerful but simple technique can save your you-know-what 
By Srikumar S. Rao Ph.D. 

 

 

 
Susan Blackburn was feeling good about her life and her company. Blackburn Manufacturing (names 
changed) had turned the corner and this year promised to wash out the cumulative red ink and replace 
it with black.  But fate has a habit of dishing out curve balls.  

Her star salesman called an hour later. He was on the premises of a new client. A client who had signed 
a contract worth north of a million dollars of recurring revenue each year. This was the order that put 
everything right and accounting had already booked the sale. But the contract had a no-penalty 
cancellation clause that still had a week to run. 

Sheepishly her salesman confessed that he had inadvertently emailed an internal spreadsheet to the 
client. The document was detailed and laid out exactly how much Blackburn was making on each phase 
of the project. The profit margin was humongous.  

Susan blanched. If the client cancelled, the company went back to a loss for the year. A covenant in her 
loan agreement would allow her bank to withdraw its loan. Her company could well go down. Anger 
rose in her as she prepared to roast her hapless employee. She debated firing him instantly and heading 
over herself to try to salvage the situation.  

She paused. Leadership principles she learned recently in my course jostled each other in her mind. She 
paused to think about her salesman. He had been a loyal employee for years and had young children.  
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His voice was trembling and the trepidation was palpable. A Susan thunderbolt would certainly not 
reassure him. Did she really want to lambaste him? He had got the company into this mess. Perhaps she 
should help him get it out. Should she?  

She reflected: Was this slip really a such bad thing? Perhaps it was a good thing? Who could really 
know? Both she and her salesman had instantaneously decided that the leak was "bad" and this led 
them to contemplate worst-case scenarios including loss of the entire order. 

But could this turn out to be "good"? Was there any conceivable way in which this could be a boon? 
Was there anything she could do to make it so? An idea came to her. She pulled up the Excel report on 
her desktop and shared her screen with her employee. "Humpty Dumpty has fallen and there isn't much 
we can do about it," she said. "Let's see if we can put him together again." A relieved salesman was 
happy to cooperate.  

One of the columns in the spreadsheet listed anticipated savings by the customer. She asked the 
salesman to specifically draw it to the customer's attention as proof that the company stood behind its 
promise and would deliver the expected cost reduction or more. 

And, she authorized him to offer a discount to the client should he press for it. Better to cut margins, 
even drastically cut them, than to lose a customer with a high lifetime value.  

As it turned out, the customer did not understand what he received and deleted it. He complained 
about the "needlessly complex" document sent to him and the salesman promptly apologized and 
promised to send him a simpler summary.  

The sale stood. Later, Susan reflected on the incident. "The old me would have screamed at the 
salesman," she said. "That would certainly have affected his composure and who knows how the client 
would have reacted then? And, even if I didn't fire him, he would have smarted under my tongue-lashing 
and may well have quit. Years of institutional memory would have walked out with him."  

The next time you are faced with a business problem, try this simple but enormously effective strategy. 
Ask yourself if there is any imaginable way in which this could actually turn out advantageous.  

Just asking this question will place you in a different, better, emotional domain and open up avenues 
that you would never have appeared to you otherwise. Then ask yourself what you can do to bring this 
about. And I will cheer as your business prospers beyond your wildest dreams. 

END 
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